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Working at Height Regulations: What it means…
Since the inception of the WAH Regulations in 2005 there have been many articles and documents written around the Hierarchy
of Measures. And many of these have failed to completely portray the complete story in such a way as to explain it in a way
that can be used.
In this Insight Issue we aim to redress the balance.

Part 2: The Hierarchy of Measures.
Called both the Hierarchy of Measures, and also the Hierarchy of Controls, traditionally the hierarchy for fall protection has
been broken into a few small and broad reaching sections.
•
•
•
•

Avoid
o Do the work from the ground wherever you can.
Passive Safety
o Install protection that requires little or no input from the worker
Fall Restraint
o Install protection that requires the use of PPE and training
Fall Arrest
o Install protection that requires the use of PPE, rescue equipment and detailed training.

This has been expanded by some bodies, and the best we
have come across from elsewhere is the visual aid used by
both IOSH in the UK and OSHA in the United States.
However, this still does not give you a means by which you
can arrive at a solution easily. Like many things that come
from Government bodies, the information out there is not
overly directing in its nature.
What we are going to do is expand these sections and
explain how they fall into our real-world view of how this
spectrum can be implemented in a fall protection plan,
which we will pull together in Issue 7 part 10.
Where do you begin?

Figure 1 The Hierarchy of Controls from IOSH and OSHA

When looking at working at height it can be somewhat daunting to begin deciding on what you should do.
In order to ease the process, we have come up with a series of aids that can assist in the decision of where to go.
The first is a flow chart that determines the best solution for you and your situation, the second is an infographic that depicts
the stages within our expanded version of the hierarchy. These tools, used in conjunction with each other can lead you to the
point where the solution is obvious, prior to any actual product being looked at.
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The simplest way of making fall protection solutions available is to follow a simple Yes / No approach to the questions you
need to answer.
We have taken the thought process that is borne from the hierarchy and boiled the content down to ten simple questions.
These questions will work for around 90% of scenarios, and anything over these would require the assistance of a Health and
Safety professional or even a fall protection specialist consultant.
But, fall protection solution selection is not difficult, far from it. Done right it is one of the simplest things to get to, even if we
only arrive at the generic solution. Once we have this decided on then we have the fun of deciding on the supplier and
manufacturer of the product type we have selected.
These questions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Do you need to work at height?
Is the work a regular maintenance access issue, or a temporary access issue?
Can you use passive or collective safety?
Can you use restraint PPE and Anchorage solutions?
Can you provide adequate training?
Can a rescue plan be implemented?
Can you use a Scaffold system?
Can you use a Mobile Elevated Work Platform?
Is the work light in nature?
Is the work short in duration?

So, now you have the questions it is time to look at how we put those questions into practice.
Enter the Fall Protection Flow Chart.

Figure 2 - Fall Protection Flow Chart (available as a separate document for ease of reading)
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How do I look at this in more detail?
Once you have the decision made you can look into many many products on the marketplace. The best thing you can do is
to look at a fall protection specialist and work with them to solve your issues with the correct product meeting the needs of
your flow chart output.
That said, a deeper understanding of the levels of
control can help you sort out the wheat from the
chaff when it comes to companies.
So, we have broken the control hierarchy into 7 levels
for ease of reference.
These can be seen clearly in the infographic (figure 3)
that shows the process of selection visually as you
progress to the end of the arrow.
By following the flow chart with the understanding of
each of the sub sections of hierarchy outputs, the
selection of companies and products becomes very
easy.
We will expand on some of these sections, such as
Fall Restraint vs Fall Arrest in sections 3 to 9 of this
Issue.
For information on Ladders please see Insight Issue
6.

Figure 3 Expanded Fall Protection Hierarchy (available as a separate document
for ease of reading)

The overall hierarchy of controls and what they mean are as follows.
•

Avoid Work at Height
o Where possible work at height should be avoided.
o The use of such things as extending poles, light units that can be lowered to the
ground, or even drones for inspection can remove the need to put works at risk
completely.
o In addition to the avoidance by normal personnel it is acceptable, and once all
other bases have been covered it is recommended to return to this level and
contemplate the use of specially trained personnel such as rope access technicians
to carry out the task required.

•

Passive Safety
o Where avoidance is not possible then measures should be put into place that do
not require training but provide 100% protection.
o Examples include
 guard rail,
 walkway,
 sky like covers
 demarcation chains.
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•

Fall Restraint with fixed length PPE
o If passive or collective measures are not possible then it will be necessary to
implement the use of PPE and a suitable restraint anchorage and provide training
for all users.
o The use of a fixed length lanyard means user interaction is at a minimum.
o The anchorage should prevent the worker from coming within 500mm of the fall
risk, whether this is a leading edge, fragile panel or any other risk.

•

Fall Restraint with adjustable PPE
o Whilst still looking at restraint it is sometimes required to provide an adjustable set
of PPE to the user.
o Whilst this then requires the user to decide the length of the lanyard it still maintains
the avoidance of a fall therefore meaning rescue is not required.
o The issue surrounding solutions like this is that it leaves the worker open to risk if
they:
 Have not received sufficient training
 Ignore the risk and have the system adjusted to the point where they are in
fall arrest
 Use the PPE as above and have no rescue plan or second worker available
in the case of an emergency

•

Fall Arrest with fixed length PPE
o Once the prevention methods are exhausted, and providing that the provision of a
successful rescue plan is possible then the use of a fixed length fall arrest lanyard is
the next option.
o The fixed length means that with suitable anchorage position the fall distance is
minimised.
o It must be used in conjunction with a full rescue plan, with all personnel trained in
the equipment’s use, and with regular practice sessions.

•

Fall Arrest with adjustable PPE
o Once we have gotten to the point where the user is in a fall situation and also needs
to be given more responsibility for deciding on how their PPE is used then we are
heading into high risk fall arrest territory.
o High levels of user training, increasingly detailed and complex rescue plans and
convoluted methods of work all add to an increased risk of serious injury.
o The continued assessment of methods of work and user competence is required
here to ensure that there is nothing that is being avoided which could lead to
additional unnecessary risks.

•

No Protection at all
o There is no reason why any Duty Holder should allow any worker to work in this
zone. In this area we are working in such areas as unprotected asbestos roofing,
open excavations, unprotected skylights or for a long period from a tall ladder.
o With the options available in the market today any fall where the worker is injured
or killed is 100% avoidable.
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Arrangement of the Regulations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Reg. 1 Citation and commencement
Reg. 2 Interpretation
Reg. 3 Application
Reg. 4 Organisation and planning
Reg. 5 Competence
Reg. 6 Avoidance of risks from work at height
Reg. 7 General principles for selection of work equipment for work at height
Reg. 8 Requirements for particular work
Reg. 9 Fragile surfaces
Reg.10 Falling objects
Reg.11 Danger areas
Reg.12 Inspection of work equipment
Reg.13 Inspection of places of work at height
Reg.14 Duties of persons at work
Reg.15 Exemption by the Health and Safety Executive
Reg.16 Exemption for the armed forces
Reg.17 Amendment of the Provision and use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER)
Reg.18 Repeal of section 24 of the Factories Act 1961
Schedule 1 Requirements for existing places of work and means of access or egress at height
Schedule 2 Requirements for guard-rails etc.
Schedule 3 Requirements for working platforms
o Part 1 Requirements for all working platforms
o Part 2 Additional requirements for scaffolding
Schedule 4 Requirements for collective safeguards for arresting falls
Schedule 5 Requirements for Personal Fall Protection Systems
o Part 1 Requirements for all personal fall protection systems
o Part 2 Additional requirements for work positioning systems
o Part 3 Additional requirements for rope access and positioning techniques
o Part 4 Additional requirements for fall arrest systems
o Part 5 Requirements for work restraint systems
Schedule 6 Requirements for ladders
Schedule 7 Particulars to be included in a report of inspection
Schedule 8 Revocation of Instruments

Issue 7 Parts and Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.01
7.02
7.03
7.04
7.05
7.06
7.07
7.08
7.09
7.10

An Introduction to the Working at Height Regulations 2005
Hierarchy of Measures
Advantages of Passive Safety
Advantages of Walkway
Fall Arrest vs Fall Restraint
Full personal fall protection systems (ABCDE)
Rescue Plan Requirements
Syncope
Requirements for Work at Height Training
8 Step Fall Protection Plan
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